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Apprentice’s Ale

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
A weak blonde ale with a light bitter hoppiness from the Northdown hops. Traditionally brewed by beginners using
Home-brew Shop simple ingredients to train them in the art of ale making.

Barliman’s Best

Barliman
Butterbur

The Prancing
Pony

One of the finest ales in the whole land. Barliman’s recipe is locked away in a vault at the Bree Town Hall. A crisp
hop flavour gives way to a taste of oat biscuits from this rich copper coloured ale. Very popular in Bree.

Beakbreaker Ale

Lizbeth
The Comb &
Honeymeade Wattle

A strong malty ale with a pale golden hue. Rumoured to be made with the addition of a dead chicken to the mash. The
brewer would neither confirm nor deny this. A dozen of these will have you crowing at dawn.

Blackberry Ale

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
A purple coloured fruit beer made with blackberries, umbel hops and a pinch of thyme. Great for winter evenings to
Home-brew Shop warm you up. An acquired taste well worth acquiring.

Blagrove’s Brown Carlo
Blagrove

The Bird & Baby A classic brown ale made to an old recipe kept by the Blagrove family for generations. Has a deep malty flavour with
an aftertaste of hazelnuts. Equally perfect for sunny afternoons or fireside tales.

Blind Troll Stout

Barliman
Butterbur

The Prancing
Pony

Blueberry Ale

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
The blueberry flavour is subtle, not too sweet and surprisingly delicious. A combination of aged winter barley, umbel
Home-brew Shop hops and, of course, blueberries make this the perfect ale for a picnic.

Blue Bock Beer

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
Another blueberry beer but this time made with spring barley, Golding hops and lager yeast. It has a strong fruity
Home-brew Shop flavour and a pale violet colour. Goes exceptionally well with mature cheese.

Bold Stout Beer

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
A basic stout, ideal as an introduction to darker heavier beers.
Home-brew Shop

Bombur’s Beard
Lager

Runulf

Thorin’s Hall Inn A white beer, crisp, acidic and yeasty. Just right for drinking in very great quantities, ask any dwarf and if they can
focus on you long enough they will agree.

Dark Stout

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
Another variety of stout, thick, black and dry with flavours of burnt grain and plums. A more complex challenge for
Home-brew Shop the home brewer.

Forsaken Ale

Anlaf
The Forlorn

The Forsaken Inn A basic pale ale, nothing special but very drinkable when you have not drunk anything for quite a while.

Frothy Ale

Barliman
Butterbur

The Prancing
Pony

A basic quaffing ale, exported to many places from the Pony as it is one of the few beers to travel without spoiling.
May contain alcohol.

Green Dragon’s
Breath Ale

Barmy
Rootknot

The Green
Dragon

A medium bodied amber beer with a crisp hoppy taste, made with filtered water from the Bywater pool. Its name
comes from the fact that folk, particularly spouses, know where you’ve been from the smell of your breath.

Honeybrew Beer

Claralyn
Claralyn’s

Claralyn’s
A light, mead-like, floral beer with an aftertaste of sweet onions. Fine on a sunny day or even a cloudy one.
Home-brew Shop

An exceptionally heavy and dark brew noted for its potency. It has a strong woodsmoke aftertaste which comes from
the double roasted malt and has an aroma of bonfires. Treat this brew with respect or regret it the next morning..
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Moor Boar Beer

Barliman
Butterbur

The Prancing
Pony

A smooth malty beer rumoured to have more boar than any other beer but not actually containing any pig. Rather
strong in taste and potency and a dark golden colour. Barliman himself drinks this beer.

Old Withywindle

Gunderic
Grubb

The Golden
Perch

This fine ale has been brewed at the Golden Perch since it was first built. It has a smooth malty backbone but is mainly
hoppy to taste. It possesses an intoxicating aroma that makes you want to doze. The best of the Shire in a tankard.

Shire Spice Ale

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
A strong spring ale made with a secret combination of herbs and spices that are blended with the Chetwood hops to
Home-brew Shop create a pleasing, warming effect. The most popular sale at Claralyn’s.

Small Beer

Barliman
Butterbur

The Prancing
Pony

Better than water but not by much. A light beer created to help wash down a hearty meal without distracting the taste
buds. Another export from the Pony.

Spring Ale

Heartsease
Whitfoot

Festival Beer

A strong pale ale from the Inn league recipe book. A fine session beer if you intend to be out until the inn closes.

Spring Fern Beer

Heartsease
Whitfoot

Festival Beer

Another Inn League favourite, heavily hopped with refreshing leafy overtones. Stronger than Spring Ale but still very
quaffable.

Spring Perry's
Porter

Heartsease
Whitfoot

Festival Beer

A rich dark beer half way between a brown ale and a stout. Only usually available at special Inn League events, we are
honoured to have been allowed to present it today.

Strawberry Stout
Beer

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
A dark ruby coloured beer. Green hill hops and roasted winter barley are mixed with crushed strawberries to give a
Home-brew Shop deliciously rich, almost brandy like taste. Often used in cooking to add that special something to a dish.

Swill

Anlaf
The Forlorn

The Forsaken Inn Probably the worst thing you will ever drink but after the third one nobody cares. Originally brewed to keep non locals
away from the Inn, which when you think of it, must be almost everyone.

Thistlebelly Brew

Hereward
Loamsdown

The Ivy Bush

A pale golden beer brewed with the addition of thistle flowers to give a unique taste. Very easy to just have one more
of, all evening.

Toad’s Tongue Ale Ponto
Hopsbloom

The Floating Log An unusual tart ale made with the local Frog hops. Quite a sour, earthy taste that is enjoyed very much by the
Frogmorton drinkers who seem to know no better.

Ultimate
Honeybrew Beer

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
A stronger version of the usual Honeybrew made with the addition of thyme and clover honey. Sweet, flowery and
Home-brew Shop great for attracting bees should you wish to do so. Just be careful when swallowing.

Winterberry Ale

Claralyn

Claralyn’s
Green hill hops, winter barley, raspberries and parsley are combined to make this fruity and almost wine-like ale.
Home-brew Shop Gather round a roaring fire, get out your pipe and down several of these for a great evening.

Wooly Foot Stout

Halson
Tubwort

The Plough &
Stars

A thick black stout made from roasted, smoked malt and treacle. Can line your insides for days. Beware this potent
brew that has left many an unsuspecting drinker being woken up on the Greenfields by a hostile bear.
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